
SquirroGPT: Enterprise-Ready Generative AI
Data Security and Privacy

ENTERPRISE REQUIREMENTS FOR GENERATIVE AI

LARGE LANGUAGE MODEL (LLM) INTEGRATION AND FLEXIBILITY

ISO-27001 CERTIFICATION AND ENHANCED DATA SECURITY

SECURITY BEST PRACTICES AND THIRD-PARTY AUDITS

SquirroGPT allows organizations to upload and / or connect* their documents and data sources. 
This enables generative AI functionality on the information that matters to your organization. 
SquirroGPT works across various data types and formats from siloed internal data sources 
such as Microsoft Office, Dynamics, Sharepoint, Google Apps, Salesforce, etc.

SquirroGPT is LLM-agnostic, meaning it can work with any LLM of the customer’s choice. 
The current versions of SquirroGPT Professional Self-Service (Web and Data) are built on top 
of OpenAI’s APIs, with support for Microsoft’s Azure OpenAI service coming soon. OpenAI’s 
default API data usage policies* dictate that no customer data is ever used for improving the 
LLM. The Enterprise version of SquirroGPT supports MS Azure OpenAI API, which comes with 
various additional security standards** and ensures no data is sent to OpenAI. SquirroGPT 
offers the highest security standard related to the use of generative AI.

Squirro is ISO-27001 certified, ensuring enhanced data security and regulatory compliance. The 
certification guarantees proactive risk management and ongoing improvement in information 
security practices. Squirro handles personal and sensitive data with utmost protection and 
complies with privacy regulations. SquirroGPT is integrated with Squirro’s Information Retrieval 
(IR) stack, a proven enterprise-ready technology stack that guarantees compliance with 
enterprise-grade requirements.

Squirro follows security best practices for handling customer data transfer and storage, 
regularly audited by third-party with penetration tests. Squirro guarantees that no customer 
data is used for analytics purposes without explicit permission or request from the customer.

*In the free trial, users can manually upload their documents. Users of the professional and enterprise versions can use 
various connectors on top of the manual upload capability.

*For more information on OpenAI’s API data usage policies, visit: https://openai.com/policies/api-data-usage-policies

** For more information on the Azure OpenAI API additional security standards, visit: https://azure.microsoft.com/
en-us/products/cognitive-services/openai-service#security

https://openai.com/policies/api-data-usage-policies
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/products/cognitive-services/openai-service#security
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/products/cognitive-services/openai-service#security


SquirroGPT is an enterprise-ready generative AI solution that seamlessly integrates with 
various data sources. It ensures data privacy with ISO-27001 certification and security 
best practices. 

You can start the Self-Service free trial at  https://squirro.com/apps/generative-ai-trial/
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DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS

DATA DELETION AND PARTNERSHIPS

CLOUD AVAILABILITY AND DATA LOCATIONS

SECURE INTEGRATION AND DATA CONNECTORS

Squirro offers deployment flexibility to ensure every organization gets the right solution 
tailored to their needs. The free trial of SquirroGPT is hosted on Squirro’s public cloud, while 
the Professional* version is hosted on a private cloud. The Enterprise version can be deployed 
on Squirro’s public or private cloud, or on organizations’ own private cloud.

When terminating a subscription, Squirro retains customer data for 30 days before permanently 
deleting it, allowing for subscription resumption if desired. 

SquirroGPT is currently hosted across all regions of Hetzner Cloud with servers located by 
default in Germany. Customers interested in hosting SquirroGPT on AWS, Microsoft Azure, 
or any other cloud vendor, can reach out to us via email gpt@squirro.com for more details.

Besides being available as a standalone application, SquirroGPT can be securely integrated 
into existing systems and workbenches with all the necessary data connectors. It ensures 
data privacy and security during integration, respecting enterprise’s access right controls 
(ACL)* to any document. ACLs can be implemented on a connector basis, ensuring that only 
authorized personnel can access the information.

*For more information on the packages, visit: https://squirro.com/pricing/

*Entitlement handling is available in the enterprise version and not included in the self-service package.
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